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Albright Peak Scarf 
Teton Knitting Company

Albright Scarf  
by Teton Knitting Company 

A long, narrow unisex scarf of twisted stitches 
that give the look of cables with the clever use 
of yarn overs and decreases.  The flowing lines 
and peaks of the pattern echo the lines of 
Albright Peak in Grand Teton National Park.   

This scarf can be knitted in a wide variety of 
weights of yarn, just adjust your needle size to 
accommodate yarn weight and the amount of 
drape you desire. 

Dimensions: 78” long by 6” wide after blocking 

Gauge: 6 stitches per inch unblocked, 4 stitches 
per inch after blocking.  

Yarn: 1 Skein of sock yarn of choice, preferably 
one with at least 400 yards of yardage.  Shown 
in Hedgehog Fibres Socks in Pollen 

Needles: One set of either straight or circular 
needles.  Suggested size US Size 3 
(3.25mm) for most sock yarns  

Notions: Tapestry needle, row counter, stitch 
markers 
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Pattern:  

Cast on 47 stitches using the cast-on method of 
your choice.   

Set up Rows: 

Knit 3 rows in garter stitch. 

Albright Peaks Chart: 

Knit 3 stitches, place stitch marker.  Knit the row 
marked SU on the Albright Peaks Chart until 
last 3 stitches, place stitch marker and knit the 
last 3 stitches. The first and last three stitches 
will be knitted every row.  Knit Rows 1-20 on 
the Albright Peaks Chart.  Repeat chart 50 times 
or until scarf is desired length.  Knit 3 rows in 
garter stitch.   

Finishing: 

Bind off in method of your choice and weave in 
ends.  Wet-block scarf to desired length and 
width. 

Albright Peak Chart 

Chart Legend: 
p Purl on odd rows, knit on even rows 
n Twisted stitch, knit through the back loops 
o  Yarn over 
U Knit two together through the back loops 

V¶ Slip, slip knit two together through the back loops 
SU means setup row and will only be knitted once to set up 
the chart. 
Dark shaded stitches on both sides of the chart are knitted 
every row.   
Light shaded stitch shows center stitch  


